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EMPOWER YOUR CLIENTS

Learning the skills to empower and lead your client is just as important as what you know! In this 
guide you’ll learn exactly what to say(pre-frame literally means you’ll be framing what it’s like to 
work with you and what the client can expect) when you set up the relationship with your clients 
and how to structure your session. If you are tired of clients not falling through, not believing in 
themselves or showing up dis-empowered no matter what you do, than this guide is for you! Using 
these concepts and tools has transformed my experience of working with clients It’s powerful!

Pre-Framing For A Positive Mindset

Pre-framing is a method of using language to describe what the experience of working towards 
healing and health can look like. You are “framing” the experience for them and inviting them to 
perceive working with you in the highest and best way that serves both of you and the way that 
will bring them the highest level of success. Through sharing specific rules, paradigms or beliefs 
that will make up the container you’ll work in, you can eliminate negativity and worry they may 
be holding on to about the process or protocol. It’s also a way to create rapport with clients and 
make them feel heard and understood.  Pre-framing also sets the dynamic of the relationship 
with you in a leadership role. It puts you in the driver seat where you should be! 

Without pre-framing, clients often have a pre-set idea or image of what working on their health 
and healing their body will look like.  Sometimes it’s based on a previous experience with other 
health endeavors, what they’ve watched friends and family go through and sometimes they 
simply create an idea in their head they got from TV or media. They can perceive the experience 
to be hard or have other perceptions that can make them feel like their journey will be pushing 
a boulder up hill! They could be coming into the session with these thoughts and feelings that do 
not support them on their journey and can often lead them to feeling or becoming stuck. Even 
the most committed clients can bring their subconscious objections or doubts to working on 
their health, even if they don’t realize it themselves. When you start using language to frame the 
experience in a positive mindset while addressing their worries it helps dissolve their objections 
and subsequently increases their level of commitment.  Sounds pretty cool right?

Common objection thoughts are:

• I’m not capable of doing this.

• My husband (girlfriend, wife) is not going to support me.

• I’ve tried so many things before, I don’t want to be disappointed again. 

• I don’t want to give up anything. 

• I don’t know how I’m going to do this.

Ever had a client who was focused on the idea that working on their health is hard or depriving 
even before they started? While it can certainly bring challenges, unknowingly in an effort to 
listen and support, we can reinforce those thoughts and feelings.  

There’s good news though! 
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You can be empathetic and also hold space for your client to have a different way of “seeing” 
things from the beginning.  While listening and forming impressions of clients is imperative, 
framing or shaping what they can expect from you as a practitioner over all as well as in every 
session (positive, light, fun, laser focused) helps put the client at ease and in a positive mindset 
because they are being enrolled into what it’s going to look like to work with you. 

Below is an example of how you can pre-frame the experience of working with you for new 
clients.  You can use this language speaking, in written form or both. It’s appropriate to put 
in e-mails and I’ve even used some of it in contracts.  If you are just starting out some of this 
language and content might trigger a case of “imposter syndrome”. If it does than that’s great 
and totally normal. All that means is that you are outside of your comfort zone so get ready to 
grow and get ready to have more fun and relaxed sessions. Practice with a friend or colleague. 

Pre-Framing Example For New Clients

“I’m so excited we get to work together. There are a couple of things there are really important 
that we get to cover before jumping in. The things I’m about to share will help you look at 
working on your health in a different way even if things get challenging.“

(Note: only say what truly resonates with you!)

1. Health is a practice not a destination. It doesn’t end in 90 days…you keep going   
Part of our work together is to develop that practice while reducing your health complaints.  
(Frames that this is not a quick fix or a stop/start process.)

2. While our sessions can be profound, the real work is between sessions. No putting away 
your notes for each session until we meet again. You’ll be responsible for following through 
on your actions steps and I’ll be holding you accountable and supporting you every step of 
the way. (Frames that you will be held high and accountable.)

3. While I very much support a compassionate environment of meeting everyone where they 
at, you can count on me for honest feedback to make sure the protocol and plan offered 
is effective. (Frames that you  will be supported AND I will be consciously communicating 
what’s working and what’s working.)

4. Every health journey has obstacles and challenges and yours are always welcome!! Some  
of the most profound healing happens when those obstacles are worked through vs. 
avoided. In fact, in every session I’ll be asking about obstacles and we’ll be troubleshooting 
and moving through them together. (Frames that success does not equal perfection.) 

5. If you fall off track or something isn’t going right….do not cancel your appointment! This is  
the perfect time to learn about what’s not working. (Frames you are welcome as you are  
to a session even if you weren’t perfect.)

6. Staying committed is so important in this process. Even when things don’t go quite right, 
you’ll learn and re-commit!  (Frames that if your commitment wavers, the choice to re-
commit at any time is always there.)

7. It’s totally normal to feel worried, vulnerable and nervous to begin but I’m hear to support 
you. (This validates that these emotions are very normal.) 

8. Lastly, I invite you to be open to this being a joyful discovery process even when I suggest 
giving up things you love. It’s possible! I promise  (Frames that it can be fun!) 

EMPOWER YOUR CLIENTS
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EMPOWER YOUR CLIENTS

Add your own. 

What is it you want your clients to know, believe or understand about working with you?  
Think about any concerns or questions they’ve asked you so far and see how you can meet  
their question, concern objection.

Receive “Buy in” by picking a couple questions to see if this resonates with the client. 

1. Does this make sense?  
If they say no, then ask them what part they’d like clarification on. 

2. How does this sound to you? 
Notice what they say and notice body language. Sometimes people say one thing but their 
body language is a different story! 

3. What stood out the most from what I just said? 
This will give you some great feedback on if you are communicating with them in an effective 
way. What might need to be clarified?

Can you see how valuable starting off the practitioner /client relationship can be from this 
stance. Clients will feel so much more secure knowing what the container looks like that 
supports them!  
If you are still feeling uncomfortable then practice with another practitioner! 

HINT: You can absolutely read these to clients. No need to memorize!
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7-PART SESSION STRUCTURE GUIDE

“What went well this week?” Open-ended question focusing on the positive to start.

Part 1: A Positive Beginning

Replace/Discontinue/Relief Care? 10-30 min

Part 3: Initial Session Results or Review/Protocol/Food Journal Check-In

This is the educational piece where you’ll introduce a new piece of information and offer an 
exercise to implement in session or in life. 

Part 4: New Lesson: Information/Handouts/Exercise 

Let’s be honest…there will always be obstacles! 

An obstacle or challenge for the client can be them not following through or anything else 
the client brings to you in a session that has them feeling discouraged or not successful. 
They could be frustrated with not seeing results, having detox symptoms or sometimes just 
running out of steam if they’ve been on their protocol for a while. Use your best judgment to 
pick 1–2 of the following questions to ask but also consider that transforming obstacles is a 
balance of deep empathy, honest feedback, strong support, and offering inspiration(being 
the cheerleader!). Knowing when to use each of these takes practice.

“Were you able to follow through with your action steps?” 
This is a “yes” or “no” question so that they can have true accountability.

”What stopped you from following through?”

“What needs to be in place so that following through is easy and makes it impossible for you 
to not follow through?” (Resource more time, support or chunk actions into smaller steps.)

“What do you think it will take for you to stop….xyz…[drinking soda, staying up late]?”

“Is there anything you gain by not changing or following through?”
Remind them of their goals by asking(not telling) them if what they originally wanted to 
accomplish still is true for them.  This will bring them back to their “why”. Has it changed? 
Sometimes it does!  

“What is it that you would like again and why?”

Part 2: Invite Obstacles/Challenges 

Learn exactly what to say for a powerful session every time. 
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7-PART SESSION STRUCTURE GUIDE

Offer your “COULD DO” (your perfect plan based on step 1-4)
See what they “WANT TO” (what they really want to do but…will they?)

Coach them to what they “WILL DO” (help them take responsibility and stay realistic)

3–5 action steps is good although less can be more effective.

“How committed do you feel about following through with these on a scale of 1-10?”

“Does it feel realistic?”

“How can you make this fun?”

Part 5: Coach to Action Steps 

Pick one or two questions to see if client truly feels in alignment to address any last concerns.

“Does any part of you have an objection to following through?”

“Is there anything you think could get in the way or stop you?”

“Is there anything you think you might lose if you follow through with these actions?” 

“What do you think others will say or do when they see you following through  
and progressing?”

Part 6: Client Follow-Through Checkpoint

This allows everything you went over to solidify and also gives you feedback on what  
they learned so you can go over any key points they missed.

“What is your biggest takeaway from this session?”

Always thank the client for great work!

Part 7: What are the Takeaways from this Session?

To learn more about the Balance + Shine program  
go to www.Balance-Shine.com 
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